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P r o j e c t  H i s t o ry

Through  the  class  SOCI  231 ,  Social

Problems  taught  by  Craig  Considine ,  our

group  came  together  to  research  a  social

problem  of  our  choice .  We  quickly  landed

upon  the  issue  of  human  traff icking ,  as  our

hometown  of  Houston  is  one  of  the  largest

centers  for  human  traff icking  in  the  United

States .  With  this  in  mind ,  our  team  set  out

to  discover  why  this  is  the  case ,  and  what

can  be  done  to  avoid  becoming  victims

ourselves  and  how  to  identify  victims .

However ,  we  learned  that  human

traff icking  is  a  much  deeper  issue  than  we

expected ,  and  i ts  roots  are  far  reaching  and

deeply  ingrained  in  society .  

Human  Traff icking  is  a  very  real

phenomenon  that  is  steadily  ruining  the

lives  of  many  women ,  men ,  and  children  all

over  the  world ,  but  especially  here  in  the

Houston  area .  These  heinous  crimes  usually

seem  to  f ly  completely  under  the  radar  of

most  of  the  general  public .  A  lot  of

Houstonians  do  not  understand  the  scope

of  the  tragedies  and  appall ing  events  that

take  place  in  their  own  backyards .  And

because  they  are  unaware  of  the  crime ,

they  are  also  unaware  of  the  resources

created  to  combat  this  tragedy  and  the

risks  that  their  own  l i festyle  may  contain .  

o u r  O b j e c t i v e

The  purpose  of  this  study  was  to  evaluate

and  decide  upon  the  most  productive

strategies  for  f ighting  human  traff icking

and  educate  the  public  on  how  to  protect

themselves  from  becoming  victims .  There

are  a  plethora  of  organizations  and

resources  in  the  Houston  area  that  work  to

enlighten  the  public  on  how  to  avoid

fall ing  victim  to  traff icking ,  identify

victims ,  and  work  with  survivors  for  justice

and  recovery .  Through  interviewing  several

of  these  organizations ,  we  learned  about

not  only  personal  protection ,  but  also  the

root  causes  of  human  traff icking ,  what  is

both  being  done  to  f ight  i t ,  and  what  we  as

college  students  can  do  to  aid  in  the  f ight .  
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W hy  i s  t h i s  r e s e a r c h

n e c e s s a ry?
 

Human  Traff icking ,  which  is

the  i l legal  act  of  transporting

human  beings  for  forced

labor ,  sex ,  or  crime ,  is  a

growing  issue  in  society .

Houston  is  the  second

leading  city  in  reported  cases

America  for  this  practice  and

we  want  to  ensure  that  every

person  within  the  area  is

aware  of  the  span  of  this

issue  and  how  they  can  avoid

fall ing  victim  and  f ight  i t

 

Slavery  takes  a  modern  day

twist  with  human  traff icking .

The  practice  is  a  multi-bil l ion

dollar  criminal  business  in

which  victims  are

threatened ,  manipulated ,

l ied  to ,  and  tr icked  into

forced  acts  ranging  anywhere

from  commercial  sex ,  to

inhuman  labor ,  to  criminal

exploitation .  Its  victims  can

be  either  immigrants ,

brought  here  under  the

impression  that  they  would

be  able  to  have  a  new  l i fe

and  earn  money ,  or  someone

abducted  from  anywhere  in

the  world ,  including  the

United  States

This  is  the  heart  of  our

research .  As  we  attempt  to

find  the  best  method  for

combating  human

traff icking ,  we  hope  to  dispel

some  fears  about  human

traff icking ,  as  much  fear  l ies

in  the  fact  that  those  aware

of  this  crime  do  not  know

how  to  protect  themselves .

This  workshop  is  meant  to

help  participants  truly  

 understand  human

traff icking  and  how  to  f ight

it  in  our  city .  
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LESSON PLAN

A guide to a quick tutorial in how

everyone can fight human

trafficking
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F o r ewo r d

Human  traff icking ,  despite

being  an  incredibly  complex

issue ,  is  one  that  everyone  can

play  a  part  in  f ighting .  This

lesson  is  meant  to  raise

awareness  of  the  issue  and  help

individuals  understand  some  of

the  roots  causes  of  i t  and  the

part  they  can  play  in  the  f ight

to  eradicate  i t .  

*When  going  through  this  workshop ,

read  the  words  that  are  printed  in

black  aloud .  

o u r  G o a l s  a n d

O b j e c t i v e s

-  Educate  individuals  on  some

of  the  root  causes  of  human

traff icking

-  Educate  individuals  on  the

impact  of  fair  trade  on  human

traff icking

-  Raise  awareness  on  the

existence  and  affordabil ity  of

free  trade  certif ied  products

Ag e n d a

Total  t ime :  45  minutes

Introduction :  10  minutes

Root  Causes :  10  minutes

Conscious  Consuming :  20

minutes

Conclusion :  5  minutes
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I n t r o d u c t i o n

Welcome to our lesson on human trafficking!

We will soon dive into the details of it, but let's

start by finding out what you guys know. There

are many myths surrounding human trafficking

due to its portrayal in books, movies, and the

media, so let's sort out what's fact and what's

not.

At this point, state the following "facts" out loud. Designate one

side of the room as the "True" side and the opposite as the

"False" side. Have participants walk to the side of the room that

they believe is the answer to that "fact" and then reveal the

answer after everyone has decided. State the "facts" and discuss

each one, asking for questions after each slide.

T R U T H?

FAL S E?
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T r u e  o r  f a l s e?

HOUSTON  HAS  THE  HIGHEST

NUMBER  OF  HUMAN

TRAFFICKING  VICT IMS

NATIONWIDE .

 

 

 

 

 

HOUSTON  HAS  SUCH  A

LARGE  PROBLEM  WITH

HUMAN  TRAFFICKING

BECAUSE  OF  I TS  PROXIMITY

TO  THE  BORDER  &  PORTS

SERVE  AS  A  POINT  OF  ENTRY

FOR  TRAFFICKING  TO  OCCUR

 

 

 

HUMAN  TRAFFICKING  IS  THE

10TH  LARGEST

INTERNATIONAL  CRIME

INDUSTRY  FOLLOWING

ILLEGAL  SALE  OF  ARMS

 

 

250 /  350  HOUSTON  POLICE

DEPARTMENTS  HAVE  HUMAN

TRAFFICKING  TASK  FORCES

TRUE
 

From  a  statist ic  in  2017 ,  there  were  a  total

of  313 ,000    cases  of  human  traff icking  in

Houston .  Most  of  the  victims  were  women

and  more  than  one  hundred  were  minors .

 

Houston  receives  the  highest  number  of

calls  in  the  nation  to  the  National  Human

Traff icking  Resources  Center

 

 

TRUE
 

Its  proximity  to  Mexico ’s  border :  Human

traff ickers  often  lure  victims    to  the  US

promising  better  l ives / jobs  then  sell  them

into  servitude  (making  i t  easy  for  captors  to

smuggle  humans  across  land )  

 

Houston  has  one  of  the  busiest  ports

another  point  of  entry  for  human

traff icking

 

 

FALSE
 

Human  traff icking  is  the  third  largest

international  crime  industry  behind  i l legal

drugs ,  and  arms  traff icking ,  generating

about  $32  bil l ion  a  year .

 

 

 

FALSE
 

4 /350  Houston  Police  departments  have

federally  funded  human  traff icking  task

forces
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T r u e  o r  f a l s e?

THE  POPULARITY  OF  HUMAN

TRAFFICKING  HAS  BEEN

ENHANCED  BY  THE  USE  OF

WEBSITES  SELL ING  HUMAN

TRAFFICKING  VICT IMS

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE  MOST  EFFECTIVE

PREVENTION  FOR  HUMAN

TRAFFICKING  STARTS  BY

EDUCATING  PEOPLE .

TRUE
 

Backpage ,  a  classif ied  advertising  website

offering  adult  sex  services ,  has  swiftly

become  the  largest  online  sex  traff icking

marketplace  in  the  world .  Anyone  can

access  the  website  and  f ind  service  rates

for  a  multitude  of  prostitutes ,  many  of

whom  are  actually  under  aged  traff icking

victims ,  in  their  area .  Fortunately ,  i t  was

seized  by  the  federal  government  in  2018 ,

yet  many  similar  websites  sti l l  exist . ,  

 

 

 

TRUE
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R o o t  C a u s e s
THIS  SECTION  INCLUDES  AN  BRIEF  EXPLANATION  OF

SOME  OF  THE  ROOT  CAUSES  OF  HUMAN

TRAFFICKING  

Simply read this aloud - this is some important information that

needs to be stated clearly and understood. Please allow as many

questions and in-depth explanations as possible.

So now that you know what human trafficking is, what

actually causes it? We asked this question to a variety of

organizations, experts, and law enforcement. Their

answers on specifics varied, but their main point was

clear. Human trafficking is a market. And like any market,

it has demand. This perspective, though not new in

society, is new to America and is helping create a new

strategy for fighting human trafficking. With this focus on

demand, there have been legislative changes which are

steadily increasing penalties for consumers of the labors

of human trafficked victims. Buyers of sex are now facing

larger punishments and publicity, and those who use

cheaper or free labor are facing more severe charges. This

change in perspective has rapidly reduced human

trafficking in many countries, and although we have a

long way to go, we hope that these changes and more

that are being voted on right now will have the same

effect. Another root cause that many experts identified

was the role that misogyny and gender roles play in the

minds of people trafficked. In particular, with sex

trafficking, many victims are trafficked by their own

partners, spouses, or family, because they do not

understand their own self-worth. They see it valid to do

the work their trafficker requires of them, and then give all

the money to their trafficker, simply because their

trafficker is the only one who is sometimes nice to them

or because they have been raised with the mindset that

they are not worth more. It is important to make it clear to

everyone, especially young girls, how they should be

treated and what human trafficking looks like in an

intimate relationship. 

Allow time now for questions or a discussion
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C o n s c i o u s

c o n s u m e r s
KEY  OBJECTIVES :

   -  EDUCATE  INDIV IDUALS  ON  THE

IMPACT  OF  FAIR  TRADE  ON  HUMAN

TRAFFICKING

   -  RAISE  AWARENESS  ON  THE

EXISTENCE  AND  AFFORDABIL ITY  OF

FREE  TRADE  CERTIF IED  PRODUCTS

Preparation :

   -  collect  the  materials

needed ;  print  and  cut  out

the  free  trade  certif ied  and

non  free  trade  certif ied

products  and  write  their

corresponding  prices  on  the

back ,  print  the  small

shopping  l ist  templates ,  and

collect  enough  pens  for

everyone

   -  set  out  products  on  table

in  front  of  everyone

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agenda :

Total  t ime :  20  minutes  

Preparation / instructions :  5

minutes  

Activity :  5  minutes  

Closing  and  questions :  10

minutes

 

 

Instructions :

   -  give  each  person  a

"shopping  l ist "  and  a  pen  

   -  allow  them  to  browse  the

products  and  write  down

those  which  they  would  l ike

to  buy

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I hope that was enlightening! Next, we are

going to do an activity to show how we as

consumers affect the 150 billion dollar human

trafficking industry. Each of you have $40 to

buy whichever products you would like. You

have no restrictions as to which products you

may buy, except that you may not go over the

$40 which you have been given. We will give

you about 3 minutes to decide.



1 1

CLOSING  QUESTIONS  

Ac t i v i ty  b r e a k d own

What factored into your choice of product?
What does free trade certified mean?

What products do you suspect or know are fair trade certified?

Show or read off the products that are not free trade certified as well
as the definition of free trade that we are using

Any initial thoughts or reactions?
Are there any here that surprise you?

How much do you think fair trade affects the labor trafficking industry?
Do you think it is worthwhile to do the research that it takes to figure

out which products are fair trade certified?
Are you surprised some fair trade certified are just as cheap or

cheaper than those that are not free trade certified?
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C o n s c i o u s  C o n s u m e r s

OUR  DEFINIT ION  OF  FREE  TRADE  AND  THE  PRODUCTS

ORGANIZED  

Fair Trade: Products that are certified to have decent living and working
conditions for their employees and do not use slave labor at any point in

their process

Fair Trade Certified Products
- LARABARS
- Annie's
- General Mills
- Green Mountain

- Simple Truth Organic
- 365
- Patagonia
- Adidas

- Kellogg's
- UnReal

Non-Fair Trade Certified Products
- FIJI
- KIND
- Dove
- H&M
 

- Starbucks
- Sketcher's
- Nike
- Hershey's

- Ghiradelli
- Tyson
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C l o s i n g

 

BE  SURE  TO  ANSWER  ANY  F INAL

QUEST IONS  THAT  THE  PARTIC IPANTS

MAY  HAVE .  LEARNING  I S  AN

INTERACTIVE  PRACTICE  WE  WANT  TO

MAKE  SURE  THAT  NO  ONE  LEAVES

ST ILL  QUEST IONING .  PROVIDING

YOUR  INFORMATION  AS  A  RESOURCE

THAT  CAN  BE  USED  IN  THE  FUTURE  I S

H IGHLY  RECOMMENDED .  

Thank  you  all  so  much  for

participating  today !  I  hope  you  feel

more  confident  in  your  understanding

of  human  traff icking  and  the  impact

that  you  can  have  every  single  day .

Our  one  request  is  that  you  take  this

conversation  outside  of  this  room !

Discuss  what  you  have  learned  with

coworkers ,  fr iends ,  and  family !

Awareness  of  the  issue  is  the  f irst  step

in  f ighting  i t ,  and  the  more  people

that  know  about  human  traff icking ,

the  more  hands  that  are  in  the  f ight .  I

urge  all  of  you  to  take  this  f irst  step ,

and  l i tt le  by  l i tt le ,  we  can  make

freedom  more  attainable  for  everyone .

Thank  you !
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g l o s s a ry  o f  k ey  t e r m s

 

Trafficking Victims Protection Acts (2000) → The first comprehensive federal law to address human

trafficking

   - Protection through public awareness ;  protection through a visa and services for foreign national

victims ;  prosecution for new federal crimes

   - Reauthorized in 2003 ,  2005 ,  2008

Trafficking vs Smuggling → Trafficking is exploitation-based and and doesn ’t require movement or

transport across borders .  Smuggling is the importation or transport of people across borders ,  while

deliberately evading immigration laws .

Sexual Exploitation → The sexual abuse of another person or minor through the exchange of sex or

sexual acts for drugs ,  basic needs ,  or money

   - Through prostitution ,  survival sex ,  pornography ,  sex tourism ,  stripping ,  mail order brides ,  etc .

Involuntary Servitude → A person laboring against their will to benefit another ,  usually under some

form of coercion ,  force ,  or threatened abuse of legal process

Peonage/Debt Bondage → the guaranteed services of a person as security as a payment of a debt or

any other form of obligation

   - Terms of payment usually aren ’t clearly stated

   - The person holding the debt has control/power and probably will never give that control/power

up

Facilitator → an individual or legitimate business that enables ,  allows ,  or supports trafficking

   - Landlords ,  hotel/motels ,  driving services ,  airline/bus/railroad companies ,  advertisers (online

websites like Craigslist or eBay) ,  local businesses and corporations

Advocacy → public action that speaks in favor of ,  recommends ,  argues for a cause ,  supports or

defends ,  or pleads on behalf of others .

   - United Against Human Trafficking (Houston) ,  Free the Captives (Houston) ,  Polaris Project

(Washington)
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G l o s s a ry  o f

O r g a n iza t i o n s
 
Houston Police Department :

The Houston Police Department (HPD) is the primary law

enforcement agency serving the City of Houston ,  Texas ,

United States and some surrounding areas .  According to

the HPD 's website ,  "The mission of the Houston Police

Department is to enhance the quality of life in the City of

Houston by working cooperatively with the public and

within the framework of the U .S .  Constitution to enforce

the laws ,  preserve the peace ,  reduce fear and provide for

a safe environment . "

 

Unbound :

“UnBound works to educate and empower youth ,  spread

awareness through citywide outreaches and provide

human-trafficking presentations to groups and

organizations within local communities . ”

 

United Against Human Trafficking :

“Established in 2005 ,  United Against Human Trafficking

(UAHT) is a lead organization of a coalition of Houston-

area non-profits ,  faith-based organizations ,  government

agencies/entities and others whose mission is to end

human trafficking . ”

 

Children at Risk :  

“CHILDREN AT RISK is a non-partisan research and

advocacy organization dedicated to addressing the root

causes of poor public policies affecting children .  The

organization began in the fall of 1989 when a group of

child advocates met to discuss the lack of data on the

status of children and the absence of strong public policy

support for Houston ’s children .  CHILDREN AT RISK has

grown to become a statewide organization impacting all

children in Texas ,  speaking out and driving change for

Texas ’  most vulnerable youth for over 30 years . ”
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G l o s s a ry  o f

i n t e r v i ewe e s
 Andrew Klein :

"Andrew Klein is a Lecturer at Rice University and a

Research Associate at the McGovern Center for

Humanities and Ethics .  He received his PhD in English

from Rice University ,  where his dissertation focused on

the relationship between poetry and philosophy in the

line of American poets stretching from Ralph Waldo

Emerson to John Ashbery .  Klein is currently pursuing

further research on this topic ,  as well as his interests in

pedagogy ,  sound studies ,  and the medical humanities . "

 

Kelly Schafler :

"Kelly Schafler is the editor for the Lake Houston ,

Humble and Kingwood edition of Community Impact

Newspaper ,  covering public education ,  city government ,

development ,  businesses ,  local events and all things

community-related .  Before she became editor ,  she was

the reporter for the Conroe and Montgomery edition for

a year and a half . "

 

Christa Mayfield :

"Christa Mayfield is the assistant executive director at

UnBound .  She is a major part of almost everything

everything including ,  project management ,  program

directing ,  volunteering ,  speaking ,  and case

management .  She represents on rescue and restore

coalition lead agency in another county .  Christa is also a

coacher on the coalition committee ,  showing light on

the cases . "

 

Sarah Koransky :

“Sarah joined the UAHT team in September 2018 .  As an

Education Specialist ,  she is primarily responsible for

delivering trainings for front line professionals ,  including

law enforcement ,  first responders ,  and healthcare

professionals .  Additionally ,  Sarah is supports UAHT ’s

Community Engagement Initiatives and outreach

events . ”
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G l o s s a ry  o f

I n t e r v i ewe e s
 

  

Caroline Roberts:

Caroline is a staff attorney for the human trafficking sector of the

large organization Children at Risk. She plays a large part in helping

push through legislation in Texas focusing on human trafficking.

She also helps with the education of the public on matters

concerning human trafficking. 

 

Annie McAdams

Annie McAdams is a lawyer who lead the Insurance & Injury Trial

Lawyers team who accompanies victims throughout the reporting

process, from identification of the crime to the final verdict. She

graduated from University of Texas in 1999 and went to South Texas

College of Law (2005). She is considered a specialist in human

trafficking cases, taking part in many associations like the Houston

Trial Lawyers Asociation, in which she was president in 2016, and the

American Asociation of Justice (AAJ).
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T e a m  M e m b e r s
 

Shannon Jelley

A freshman at Brown

college majoring in

Chemical Engineering 

Sierra Baker

A freshman at Weiss

college majoring in

Mechanical Engineering

Marta Cano Minarro

A freshman at Brown

college majoring in

Biochemistry

Ashley Messineo

A freshman at Will Rice

college majoring in

Kinesiology: Sports

Medicine 

KC Nwadei

A sophomore at Weiss

college majoring in

Kinesiology: Sports

Medicine


